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There&#39;s no doubt that false eyelashes look incredible, but are they actually

 safe to use? According to Dr. Elizabeth Chiang, M.D., Ph.D., an ophthalmologist

 and oculoplastic specialist, they&#39;re generally safe, assuring &quot;they ca

nnot affect your eyesight if applied correctly.&quot;
So, how exactly do you apply fake eyelashes safely? Makeup artist and founder of

 Embellish Beauty, Marcia Williams says you can safely use fake eyelashes with g

lue by following these two pro tips with every application:
Test the adhesive on the back of your hand in case of any skin irritations and r

eactions.
Round and almond-shaped eyes can handle fuller-bodied false eyelashes.
Measure the lashes before wearing them for a custom fit.
Use small lash scissors to snip a tiny amount of outer lash hairs at a time.
The shorter part of each faux lash strip goes closest to the inner corner of you

r natural lashes.
Spending an evening on the slots at your local casino.
Betting an informal few dollars with your buddies before the local game.
 Since they are not strictly legal or regulated, sites like this can be consider

ed a bit of a grey area.
What Does SCOTUS Decision Mean for Alabama?
That&#39;s not to mention the potential tax revenue that&#39;s currently being f

unnelled out of the country by off-shore casinos and sportsbooks taking quasi-le

gal sports bets from people in Alabama.
As public opinion softens towards gambling and the amount of money in the indust

ry becomes harder to ignore, we expect Alabama to follow the lead of Mississippi

, Tennessee and others.
 It is now up to the lawmakers to decide.
Will Online Sports Betting Ever Be Legal in Alabama?
Sign up to a casino with Lucky 7.
 There is one red betting button, one blue, and one green, the latter representi

ng the &quot;7&quot; bet.
 Seeing as this card game is played with 8 decks of cards, that leaves you with 

32 sevens in that full shoe, an approximation of one seven every 13 cards on ave

rage.
 Bet Payout RTP 7 UP 1:1 92.
 While Red and Black bets have a 50% chance to land, Odd and Even bets are not a

s close.
 In the table below, you can clearly see the payout of each side bet and its the

oretical RTP.
9:1 95% Odd 0.
8:1 96.
The company seems to be down for now, but
Looks like the company is down.
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